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1. Introduction
Taipei City is the capital of Taiwan. It has population of 2.7 million living in the city area of 271 km2 (104
mi2). There are totally 12 administrative districts in this city. To maintain the safety of the city, Taipei City
Police Bureau has arranged regular patrol routes with focus on the high-risk area where residential and auto
break-in occurs. Due to limited police resource, resident neighborhood also organized volunteered patrol
teams to enhance the security in residential area. Based on past file record history, the Bureau would like
to understand the high-risk districts and time schedule to improve their patrol schedule and route
accordingly. The goal of this project is to help the bureau to identify the higher risk area and schedule for
such criminal incidents so that to develop better prevention plan with its limited resources.

2. Project Objective
Residential break-in and burglaries have been most frequent crimes in Taiwan nowadays and they are
closely related to geographical locations. Citizens have been relied on the police patrol to decrease the
chance of these crimes. However, the police resources have not been increased enough to catch up the
increased density of residents in Taipei city. To enhance the patrol route, community volunteer patrol teams
have been organized to make up the police resources. However, the police bureau had only limited
utilization of their past criminal record history to predict for the high-risk time and location of burglary
crimes.
The objective of this project is to analyze Taipei City Police file records for house and auto break-in,
burglary records from 2015 to 2017 to identify the high-risk situation which includes the district and the
time. The total number of files records in the data set is 1988 entries. Various analysis methodologies,
including association and 1R, would be tried to develop the best prediction and suggestion.
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3. Background Information

Figure 1: Taipei City Administrative District Map [1]

As shown in Figure 1, there are totally 12 administrative districts in the Taipei City, including Songshan,
Xinyi, Daan, Zhongshan, Zhongzheng, Datong, Wanhua,Wenshan, Nangang, Neihu, Shilin, and Beitou.
Figure 2 below shows the area size and population of each district. Due to the varied topography, economic
development and time of development, the population is unevenly distributed. Daan, Songshan and Datong
districts are the most populated.

Figure 2: Area Size and Population for Each District [2]
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On the other hand, the growth of household number goes beyond the increased number of policemen. As
we can see from Figure 3, the actual number of policemen in Taipei City has not increased much when
compared with the increased number of households. In the past 25 years, the households per police station
and per policeman has increased by around 30%. This had dramatically increased the burden of policemen’s
workload. At the same time, it has increased the risk for household’s safety.

Figure 3: Taipei City Policemen Resource Situation [2]

While comparing among 12 districts, we can see the workload is very uneven among 12 districts for the
workload of each policeman. Figure 4 below shows the actual number of policemen of each district and
the number of household for each policeman and in that district in the end of 2016. Neihu district has almost
doubled number of households for each policeman when compared with Zhongzheng district. Zhongzheng
District is the home of most of the national government buildings of Taiwan. It includes the Presidential
Office and various government ministries. It is the reason for its high number of police resources. Da'an is
the home of three major national universities and has numerous shopping areas. Da'an also offers some of
Taipei's most expensive residential real estate. This is the reason for its higher number of police resources.
However, Beitou district is the second highest on the chart for policeman workload while Beitou has the
lowest density (# of residents per hectare) from Figure 2.

Figure 4: Policeman Resource among 12 Districts in the end of 2016 [2]
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From above analysis, it is noticed that the distribution of policemen resources is very uneven among 12
districts. To best utilize the limited resource for the criminal prevention plan would be an urgent task for
the Taipei City Police Bureau.

4. Dataset and Variable Description
Taipei City government has been promoting open-data policy for Open Government campaign. Singleentry integrated website and add-on value application development program had been arranged to allow the
citizens to access more transparent data directly. On http://data.taipei website, various of data regarding
citizen’s daily life has been published to allow more variety application development by third parties from
academic and private vendors. We were able to acquire the residential and auto crime history records from
this website for our project analysis. Table 1 below show the dataset and its variable description.
Field

Type

Description

Index

Integer

File record indexing number, starting from 1,2, 3,... so on

Type

Text

Indicate the record type:
Housebreak-in or Auto break-in/stolen

Year

Integer

Indicate the case year as 2015, 2016 or 2017

Date

Date

Indicate the case date of break-in as mmdd format

Time

Text

Indicate the case time in hour range, e.g. 07~09, 10~12, 19~21, 22~24

Location District Text

Indicate the district name where the case happened
Table 1: Police Records

5. Initial Data Analysis
As we wanted to analyze the chances of a break-in in a district on certain day at certain time, we explored
and analyzed each predictor associated with total number of break-ins including for both House and Auto
before building any algorithm on the data. There are few variables which can be used to predict the chances
of House or Auto break-ins district, hence we analyzed them individually first and then in combination with
each other to understand the correlation between them.
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5.1 Total Number of Break-ins for all districts per year

Figure 5: Break-Ins per year for each district

The graph shows that highest number of house break-in were recorded in the year 2016, whereas number
of auto break-ins are pretty much constant for all three years.

5.2 Total Number of Break-ins per District

Figure 6: Break-Ins per district
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The graph above is used to analyze the most unsafe district in the Taipei city which has maximum number
of Auto and House Break-ins. As we can see, the highest number of house break-ins are in the district
Zhongshan and other districts have quite constant count of house break-ins, where Datong & Nangang
being the lowest in house and auto break-ins. In case of only auto break-ins, Beitou has the highest number
of auto break-in counts whereas remaining districts have constant auto-break ins.

5.3 The day of the week & number of break-ins

Figure 7: Break-Ins per day of week

As it can be seen from the graph above, weekdays have the highest number of house break-ins whereas
auto break-in count remain constant over the whole week except for Tuesday.

5.4 Time of the day & number of Break-ins

Figure 8: Break-Ins per Time of day

The plot shows that maximum number of house break-ins occur in between 10 am to 3 pm, it is evident that
people leave house during this period for work which ultimately creates the risk of House Break-in. The
maximum number of auto break-ins happen during the night between 01 am to 03 am as well as early in
7

the morning at 07 am- 09am.The probability for Auto Break-in during the night time increases as most of
the vehicles residential area are parked at their respective place with owners sleeping at that time.
To help Police station improve their Patrol routing and frequency, we considered most vulnerable hours of
House break-ins in detail. Considering that 10-12 and 1-3 pm show the highest count of ‘House break-ins’,
we further analyzed, which locations get affected the most during these 2 times. (As auto break-in seems
to be constant during the whole day, we only considered House Break-ins).

5.4.1 During 13:00-15:00

Figure 9: House Break-Ins during 13:00-15:00

As it can be seen from the graph, Beitou,Neilhu and Shilin have maximum number of house break-ins
during the time 13:00-15:00.

5.4.2 During 10:00-12:00

Figure 10: House Break-Ins during 10:00-12:00
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It can be analyzed from the graph that Beitou, Daan and Songshan have highest number of house break-in
during 10:00-12:00. Considering both the graphs and analysis together, Beitou seems to be vulnerable
between 10 am to 3pm.

5.5 Number of Break-ins in each Season

Figure 11: House Break-Ins during each Season by district

The figure above shows Spring and Summer have more number of House break-ins in almost all districts,
whereas districts Shilin which has almost equal number of break-ins throughout the year.
Note: please refer to section 6.2 for how we bucket months into seasons.

Figure 12; Auto Break-Ins during each Season by district
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5.6 Number of Holidays in a year & Break-ins
To analyze the number of Break-ins in a particular year/season, we explored the data in correlation with
Holidays involved in that year and season. According to the data available regarding National Holidays in
Taiwan in year 2015, 2016 and 2017, we got following numbers.

Table 2: Count of holidays in each season in years 2015-2017

To analyze whether having Holiday would affect the number of Break-in or not, we calculated percentage
of Break-ins on holidays for House break-ins and Auto break-ins in each district in particular season.

Table 3: Percentage House break-ins on Holidays each year in all the districts

Table 3 shows percentage of House Break-ins in Holidays are not significantly high, except in SPRING
2015, district Nangang had 33.33% of House break-ins on Holidays whereas Xinyi has 33.33% break-ins
on Holidays in WINTER 2017. All other numbers, such as Da’an in SPRING 2016, Xinyi in SUMMER
2015 are similar considering percentage break-ins on Holidays.

Table 4: Percentage Auto break-ins on Holidays each year in all the districts
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We can see from the table above that, Da’an has 100% of Auto break-ins on Holidays. But, that seems to
be overfitting the data. Other than Da’an, districts Beitou has 33.33% of Auto break-ins on holidays in
Spring 2016 and 50% in Fall 2017. Similarly, Wanhua and Xinyi has 33.33% and 50% break-ins on
Holidays in Fall 2015. In case of Auto break-ins, Winter and Spring seem to have higher chances for almost
all districts except Xinyi which has no Auto break-in in Winter and possesses higher chance of break-ins
in Summer.

6. Methodology/Approach
6.1 Data Mining
Knowledge discovery in data is defined as the extraction of implicit patterns or information by leveraging
the massive amount of data. Indeed, data mining is the core step in knowledge discovery process and its
domain is effective in many applications including business, science, and health. Moreover, as a growing
discipline, data mining can be applied using different state-of-the-art algorithms including Neural Network,
Naïve Bays, Regression, K-nearest Neighbors, and Decision Tree. This project used data mining and
algorithms majorly to find patterns in different variables and provide probabilities for a definite outcome.
Considering the nature of the data, we came up with multiple algorithms which can be used for data mining.
Amongst them, Association and 1R seemed to be workable on this data.

6.2 Buckets Used
As the project aims to find the vulnerable districts on certain day at certain time, we analyzed it further to
check whether it has any relation with particular season and holidays in it. Hence, we divided the data using
4 buckets for 4 seasons depending on the weather conditions in Taipei city as following:
Season

Months

Winter

Nov, Dec, Jan

Spring

Feb, Mar, Apr

Summer

May, June, July

Fall

Sept, Oct, Nov

Table 5: Buckets created

7. Algorithms Used
7.1 1R Algorithm:
This algorithm can be simply defined as constructing one rule for each predictor in the data, and then
selecting the rule with the minimum error. To illustrate, 1R algorithm generates the rule for each predictor
value by counting the frequency of this value against the target (confidence) and assigning this value to the
target based on the most frequent. After that, the total error of each predictor is calculated and finally we
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make the decision by choosing the rule with the smallest error. We built 1R algorithm on 3 main predictors
i.e. Season, Time and Day of the week to analyze which predictor has highest significance on number of
Break-ins in certain district. The results and probabilities associated with the outcome showed the
relationships between vulnerability of the district and respective predictor. As there are two types of breakins, House break-in and Auto Break-in, with house break-ins occurring exponentially more often,
algorithms on both of them was built separately.

7.1.1 1R algorithm using Season of the year for all districts
For House Break-in:

Table 6:1R rule for house break-ins by seasons

•
•

•
•
•

Error rate associated with 1R using Season = 70.1%
District Beitou, Neihu, Wanhua and Zhongshan have highest number of House Break-ins in Spring,
with the error rate of 71%, 68%, 68% and 72%, whereas Zhongshan has almost equal number of
House Break-ins in Summer as well with the error rate of 72%.
Number of House Break-ins are maximum for Districts Da’an, Nangang, Xinyi, and Zhongzheng
in Fall with the error rate 71%, 65%, 65% and 70% respectively.
Similarly, Districts Shilin, Songshan and Wenshan have higher number of House Break-ins in
winter with the error rate of 73%,70% and 69%.
District Datong has number of House break-ins maximum in Summer with the error rate of 69%.

For Auto Break-in:

Table 7:1R rule for auto break-ins by seasons
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•
•
•

Error rate associated with 1R using Season= 57.45%
District Datong, nangang, Neihu, Songshan and Zhongzheng have maximum number of Auto
break-ins in Spring with the error rate of 55%, 42%, 67%, 47% and 66% respectively.
Districts Da’an, Shilin, Wanhua, and Wenshan have number of Auto break-ins maximum in Fall
with the error rate 62%, 65%, 58% and 64% respectively.

7.1.2 1R algorithm using Day of the week for all districts
For House Break-in:

Table 8:1R rule for home break-ins by Day of the week

•
•

Error rate associated with 1R using Day of the week= 80.6%
District Nangang has maximum number of Auto break-ins on Tuesday with the lowest error rate of
74.3%.
• Districts Beitou, Neihu, Songshan have number of House Break-ins maximum on Monday with the
error rate 84%, 78.9%, 78.7% respectively.
• Zhongzheng is vulnerable district on all 3 days Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday almost equally,
making it most unsafe district with respect to House Break-ins.
For Auto Break-in:

Table 9:1R rule for auto break-ins by Day of the week

•
•

•

Error rate associated with 1R using Day of the week = 74.18%
In case of Auto break-ins, Tuesday has maximum number of break-ins in the districts, Beitou,
Nangang, Wenshan, Xinyi, and Zhongzheng with the error rate of 75%, 71%, 64.2%, 78.5%,
55.5%.
Secondly, Monday has second largest count in number of Auto break-ins in districts, Da’an,
Datong, Shilin and Wanhua with error rate 75%, 66%, 78%, 75%.
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7.1.3 1R algorithm using Time of the day for all districts
For House Break-in:

Table 10:1R rule for auto break-ins by Time of Day

•
•

•
•
•

Error rate associated with 1R using time of the day = 79.8%
In case of House break-ins, time period between 10-12 has maximum number of break-ins in
Districts Beitou, Da’an. Songshan, Wanhua, and Zhongzheng with error rate of 80.4%, 76.6%,
70%, 82% and 79.8% respectively.
Secondly, time period 22-24 has higher number of House Break-ins in districts Xinyi, Zhongshan,
Wenshan with the error rate of 79%, 78% and 82%.
Nangang is almost equally vulnerable at time 7-9 and 10-12 with the error rate 80% and 82%.
District Neihu and Datong are vulnerable at 13-15 with the error rate of 80% and 81%.

For Auto Break-in:

Table 11:1R rule for auto break-ins by Time of Day

•
•
•
•
•

Error rate associated with 1R using time of the day = 74.55%
Time period of 7-9 has highest number of Auto break-ins in District Datong, Nangang and Neihu
with the error rate of 55%, 71.42% and 71.4%.
Secondly, time period of 1-3 is vulnerable in case of districts Da’an, Shilin, Zhongshan and
Zhongzheng with the error rate of 75%, 78%,75%, and 77.7% respectively.
Time 4-6 also represents risk of Auto break-ins for districts Beitou, and Songshan with the error
rate 80% and 84%.
District Xinyi represents minimum error rate 64.2% at 22-24 of Auto break-ins.

7.1.4 1R algorithm using Holidays
For House Break-in:
Error rate associated with 1R using Holiday Data = 7.7%
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Table 12:1R rule for house break-ins by Holiday

For Auto Break-in:
Error rate associated with 1R using Holiday Data = 5.8%

Table 13:1R rule for auto break-ins by Holiday

•
•

•

1R algorithm using Holiday/Non-Holiday attribute, results/outcome for all districts is NonHolidays.
As number of days which are not Holidays will be more than number of Holidays in any year, the
number of Break-ins will be higher for Non-Holidays than those on Holidays, ultimately providing
lower error rate for Non-Holidays in 1R analysis.
Hence, using Holidays/ Non-Holidays as attribute to build 1R algorithm might give biased findings
and misdirect the conclusion. Thus, even though this 1R algorithm has the minimum error rate
amongst all, it’s not considered for comparison with other three 1R algorithms

The best 1R Rule:
Amongst all 1R algorithms built above, algorithm with Seasons as attribute is best as it has lowest error
rate of 70.18% for House Break-ins, and 57% error rate for Auto break-ins.
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7.2 Association Rule
This algorithm is a rule-based machine learning method. This algorithm has two phases:
• Finding the antecedents (if), an item that found in the data.
• Finding the consequent (then), an item that found in the data in a combination with the antecedent.
We can determine the association rules of if/then pattern by calculating the support, the count of the value
or item in the data, and the confidence, the frequency of this if/then found to be true.
For this data, we used Association algorithms on 3 relevant variables step by step. Additionally, algorithms
are built separately for House Break-ins and Auto break-ins to avoid biased results.
Antecedents:
1. District
2. Season
3. Time of the day
Consequent: House Break-ins
Support: Number of House break-ins satisfying all antecedents.
Error rate: 1- Confidence = 1- (count satisfying all antecedents / total number of count for that instance)
OR 1-(support count/ total count for that instance)
Confidence: Number of times consequent is true (House Break-ins or Auto break-ins).
Minimum Error: Minimum Error rate among all cases for those antecedents.
Building a rule: The rule is chosen based on minimum rate amongst all cases.
Here, to build the rule and for the sake of estimation, we used error rate (nothing but 1-confidence) and
used minimum rate to find the best case matching all antecedents.

7.2.1 Association using District and Season:
For House Break-ins

Table 14: Association using District and Season for House Break-in

The table above represents the association of Antecedents District and Season with the consequent of
Maximum Number of House break-ins season according to the error rate estimated. E.g. if district is Xinyi
then maximum number of House break-ins are predicted in Fall with the error rate = 65.48%. In case of
Districts, Beitou, Neihu, Wanhua and Zhongshan, season SPRING has maximum number of House breakins with the error rate = 71%, 68.4%, 68.8% and 72%.
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For Auto Break-ins

Table 15: Association using District and Season for Auto break-in

In SPRING season Districts Datong, Nangang, Neihu, Songshan and Zhongzheng have highest number of
Auto break-ins with the error rate 55.5%, 42.8%, 66.7%, 47.3%, 66.67% respectively.Districts Da’an,
Shilin, Wanhua, Wenshan have highest chance of Auto break-ins in FALL season. District Beitou and
Zhongshan have higher chance of Auto break-ins in WINTER season with error rate of 59% and 50%.
District Xinyi has higher chance of Auto break-ins in SUMMER with minimum error rate of 35.7%.

7.2.2. Association using District, season and Time of Day
For House Break-ins
After associating District with Season, we joined 3rd attribute of Time in association with last two. The
table below shows the association using antecedents District, Season and Time for the consequent of House
or Auto break-ins with minimum error rate.
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Table 16: Association using District, Season and Time of Day for House break-in

Using above association algorithm, we can give following examples,
• If season = Fall and time = 10-12 then Da’an and Wanhua have higher chances of House break-ins
with minimum error rate of 65.1% and 75.6% respectively.
• If season = SPRING and time = 19-21 then district Nangang has higher chance of House break-ins
with minimum error rate = 61.5%
• Season = SPRING, and time = 10-12, then district Songshan, Zhongzheng and Beitou have higher
chances of House Break-ins with error rate = 70%, 78% and 83% respectively.
• For season = SUMMER, and time = 10-12 then district Wanhua has higher chance of House Breakins with error rate = 63.3%.
• Season = WINTER and time = 22-24 the district Neihu has higher chance of House break-ins with the
error rate = 63.15%.
For Auto Break-ins

Table 17: Association using District, Season and Time of Day for Auto break-in

•

If season = Fall, and time = 1-3, then districts Beitou, Da’an, Datong, Neihu, Songshan, Wanhua,
Wenshan and Xinyi have the higher chance of Auto break-ins with minimum error rates amongst all.
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•
•
•
•

Datong has the minimum error rate of 50% having higher vulnerability associated with Auto break-in
at 1-3.
If season = SPRING, and time= 1-3 then district Zhongzheng has higher chance of Auto break-ins with
minimum error rate of 33.33%.
If season = SUMMER, and time = 19-21 then Songshan is highly vulnerable with the error rate =
33.3%.
Districts Beitou, Datong, and Nangang have higher chance of Auto break-ins in SUMMER at 7-9am.

8. Results & Analysis
The below table shows the summary result for 1R rules with its corresponding error rate:

Table 17: 1R Analysis Result Summary

According to the findings of 1R algorithms, it can be said that,
● Beitou needs more number of resources in Spring, as it has higher chances of House break-ins in
Spring. Similarly, it is found that Monday is the most vulnerable day of the week in which 10-12
represents the most vulnerable time which needs more inspection/ patrolling in Beitou district. In
addition, it needs attention in Winter, as well as Tuesday in a week at 4 to 6 am considering higher
number of Auto break-ins.
● District Da’an needs more resources in Fall as well as on Friday and Monday at the time between
10 am to 12pm and 1 to 3 am considering House and Auto Break-ins.
● District Datong is vulnerable to House Break-ins on Thursday, specifically at 1 to 3 pm,
additionally more number of House break-ins are there in Summer. Whereas, considering the auto
break-ins the district, patrolling resources need to be managed more in Spring as well as on Monday
at 7 to 9 am.
● District Nangang has higher chances of House Break-ins during Tuesday, specifically at 7 to 9am,
additionally more number of House break-ins are there in Fall, which may need to have more
patrolling resources in Fall. In addition, it needs attention in Spring, as well as on Tuesday in a
week at 7 to 9 am considering higher number of Auto break-ins.
● District Neihu is vulnerable during Monday, specifically at 1 to 3 pm, additionally more number of
House break-ins are there in Spring making it considered for more number of policemen/resources
in the district for patrolling. In addition, it needs attention on Thursday in a week at 7 to 9 am
considering higher number of Auto break-ins.
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

District Shilin has higher chances of House Break-ins during Thursday, specifically at 7 pm to 9
pm, additionally more number of House break-ins are there in Winter, which may need more
policemen/ resources in Winter. Additionally, it also requires more number of resources in Fall as
well as on Monday at 1 to 3 am to control Auto break-ins in the area.
District Songshan has higher chances of House Break-ins during Monday, specifically at 10 am to
12 pm, whereas more number of House break-ins are there in Winter, which may need more
policemen/ resources in Winter. In addition, it needs attention in Spring, as well as on Sunday in a
week at 4 to 6 am considering higher number of Auto break-ins.
District Wanhua is vulnerable during Friday, specifically at 10 am to 12 pm, additionally more
number of House break-ins are there in Spring making it considered for more number of
policemen/resources in the district for patrolling. Additionally, it also requires more number of
resources in Fall as well as on Monday at 10 to 12 pm to control Auto break-ins in the area.
District Wenshan has higher chances of House Break-ins during Thursday, specifically at 10 pm to
12 am, whereas more number of House break-ins are there in Winter, which may need more
policemen/ resources in Winter. In addition, it needs attention in Fall, as well as on Tuesday in a
week at 1 to 3 am considering higher number of Auto break-ins.
Similarly, district Xinyi needs more resources in Fall, as well as on Sunday at the time between 10
pm to 12 am considering number of House break-ins the areas, whereas to control Auto break-ins,
district needs more number of resources in Summer as well as on Tuesday at 10 pm to 12 am.
Zhongshan needs more number of resources in Spring, as it has higher chances of House break-ins
in Spring. Similarly, It is found that Friday is the most vulnerable day of the week in which 10 pm
to 12 am represents the most vulnerable time which needs more inspection/ patrolling in Zhongshan
district. Additionally, it also requires more number of resources in Winter as well as on Sunday at
1 to 3 am to control Auto break-ins in the area.
Similarly, district Zhongzheng needs more resources in Fall, as well as on Tuesday at the time
between 10 am to 12 pm, considering the risk of House break-ins the area. Additionally, it also
requires more number of resources in Spring as well as on Tuesday at 1 to 3 am to control Auto
break-ins in the area.

According to the findings of Association Rules, there are few results which can be considered to manage
the policemen resources district in particular season at certain time.
●

●

●

In Fall, districts Beitou at 1-3 pm, Da’an at 10 am-12 pm, Wenshan at 7-9 am will require more
attention to prevent House break-ins. Additionally, in Fall season, Districts Beitou, Datong and
Wenshan requires more resources at 1 to 3 am in the morning to prevent Auto break-ins.
Spring will require more attention on districts Songshan at 10-12 pm, Nangang at 7 pm-9 pm, and
Zhongzheng at 10 am-12 pm, as they represent minimum error rate amongst all other districts for
number of House Break-ins in the area. Additionally, considering number of Auto break-ins all the
districts, in Spring season, Districts Zhongzheng, Neihu, Nangang, Da’an require more resources
at 1 to 3 am in the morning.
Season Summer will require more attention on districts Songshan at 10-12 pm, Xinyi and
Zhongshan at 10 pm-12am, and Nangang at 1-3 pm, as they represent minimum error rate amongst
all other districts for higher number of House Break-ins in the area. Additionally, considering
number of Auto break-ins all the districts, in Summer season, Districts Songshan will require more
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●

resources at 7 - 9 pm, whereas Beitou, Datong and Nangang require more resources at 7 to 9 am in
the morning. In addition, Districts Zhongshan and Zhengzhong are equally vulnerable at 10- 12 pm
in case of Auto Break-ins.
Season Winter will require more attention on districts Beitou, Da’an, Songshan, Weshan,
Zhongzheng at 10 am-12 pm, whereas Nangang at 10pm- 12 am, as they represent minimum error
rate amongst all other districts for number of House Break-ins in the area. Additionally, considering
number of Auto break-ins all the districts, in Winter season, Districts Da’an, Datong, Nangang and
Neihu requires more resources at 7 to 9 am in the morning whereas Songshan requires attention at
10pm – 12am.

9. Conclusion & Recommendations
After analyzing results of both 1R and Association, we tried to find the most unsafe times for all districts
in case of both House break-ins and Auto break-ins, so that policemen and patrolling resources can be
rearranged/increased for districts in Taipei city depending on the recommendations provided.
● Considering the Figure 6 the density of population in each district and number of House Breakins in that district over the period of 3 years (from 2015 to 2017), districts Zhongzheng,
Zhongshan, Songshan and Da’an are highly unsafe in case of both House and Auto break-ins.
● Even though Districts Beitou and Shilin seem to have much lower population density due to its
remote location and more hills, they have significantly larger number of Auto and House breakins. The larger patrol route network would require more resources than other districts.
● Overall, Spring and Summer are seen to be having higher chances of Break-ins for both House
and Auto Break-ins. Additionally, in case of House Break-ins, time between 10am to 12pm and
10pm to 12 am are seen to be affecting most of the districts. Whereas, 7am to 9am and 1 to 3 am
are the most unsafe times with high probability of Auto break-ins in many districts.
● The time between 4 to 6 pm and 7 to 9 pm possess less chance of Auto break-ins, whereas times 4
to 6 am and 16 to 18 pm possess less chance of House break-ins according to the findings of both
the algorithms. Hence, policemen or other resources used for these times can be rearranged and
utilized for the times which are highly vulnerable.
Following are the findings in case of each district individually, as policemen and resources are generally
arranged for each district separately in Taipei city.
● Beitou has maximum number of House Break-ins in Spring and Auto break-ins in Winter. It is
recommended that resources should be added for this district in these seasons, specifically at
10pm-12am for House Break-ins and 4-6pm, for controlling Auto break-ins.
● Similarly, Da’an is vulnerable majorly in Fall in case of both kinds of break-ins. It’s
recommended that policemen and resources should be more in Fall to control Break-ins, specially
between 10 am to 12 pm and 1 to 3 am.
● Datong has maximum number of House Break-ins in Summer and Auto break-ins in Spring. It is
recommended that patrolling & resources should be increased for this district in these seasons,
specifically at 1-3 pm for House Break-ins and 7-9 am for controlling Auto break-ins.
● Similarly, Nangang is one of the most vulnerable district in Fall in case of House break-ins and in
Spring in case of Auto Break-ins. So, it’s recommended that policemen and resources should be
more in during these seasons to control Break-ins, specially between 7 am to 9 pm and 1 to 3 am.
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Similarly, Neihu is vulnerable majorly in Spring to both kind of break-ins. So, it’s recommended
that policemen and resources should be more in Spring to control Break-ins, specially between 1
to 3 pm and 1 to 3 am.
Shilin has maximum number of House Break-ins in Winter and Auto break-ins in Fall. It is
recommended that resources should be increased in these seasons, specifically at 4-6 pm for
House Break-ins and 10pm-12 am for controlling Auto break-ins.
Similarly, Songshan is seen to be unsafe majorly in Winter in case of House Break-ins and in
Spring for Auto break-ins. So, it’s recommended that policemen and resources should be more in
Winter & Spring to control Break-ins, especially between 10 pm to 12am and 4 to 6 pm
respectively.
Wanhua is seen to be vulnerable to House Break-ins in Spring and for Auto break-ins in Fall.
Additionally, there is need of more resources for patrolling between the time 19- 21 pm and 1-3
am respectively.
Wenshan is estimated to be unsafe in Winter in case of House Break-ins and for Auto break-ins it
is vulnerable in Fall. Hence, recommendation is to increase number of policemen and resources in
the area for patrolling, especially during the time 10 am to 12 pm and 1 -3 am in the morning.
This district has more population of retired people.
In case of Xinyi district, maximum number of House Break-ins are seen in Fall where maximum
number of Auto break-ins are seen in Summer. Hence, it is recommended that number of
policemen for patrolling should be increased in these seasons for the time between 7 to 9 am and
10pm to 12 am to control Break-ins.
Zhongshan is estimated to be unsafe in Spring in case of House Break-ins and for Auto break-ins
it is vulnerable in Winter. Hence, recommendation is to increase number of policemen and
resources in the area for patrolling, especially during the time 7 to 9 am and 1 -3 am.
Similarly, Zhongzheng is seen to be unsafe majorly in Fall in case of House Break-ins and in
Spring for Auto break-ins. So, it’s recommended that policemen and resources should be
arranged in such a way that patrolling rounds are more in Fall & Spring to control Break-ins,
especially between 7 to 9 pm and 1 to 3 am respectively.

10. Scope for Future Research
1. The type crimes can be increased to include gang related violence, retail break ins and other
crimes that can be mitigated by immediate police presence.
2. The recommended patrol routes can be better improved with additional data related to income
group of victims, age of home/car owner, size of house, model of car. and information on
sophistication of criminal i.e. if it was by an amateur or a professional.
3. If we get specific details regarding current route map and number of resources available to the
police in each district, then we can make an optimized route map that will help them patrol the
target areas better and thus ultimately make it more difficult for the crime to occur.
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11. Appendices
(Attached separately)
A: APPENDIX A_Break-ins Records_Final Data analysis
B: APPENDIX B_1R
C: APPENDIX_Association rule
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